Pro Cyc Virtual Green™ Chroma Key Paint

**Pro Cyc’s Virtual Green™ Paint** and **Grey Bonding Primer** create a flat (non-glossy), fluorescent, chroma key green painted surface. This system was formulated specifically for use on cycloramas in virtual reality production studios – and it is the best possible color match for Pro Cyc’s Virtual Green™ Pro Matte™ Flooring.

- Can be used with or without Pro Cyc’s Virtual Green™ Pro Matte™ Flooring
- One gallon of Virtual Green™ Paint covers approximately 100 square feet (9.29 square meters) with three coats
- One gallon of Grey Bonding Primer covers approximately 300 square feet (27.87 square meters) with one coat
- One coat of Pro Cyc’s Grey Bonding Primer is all that is needed to create a stable substrate with a compatible LRV (Light Reflectance Value) for Virtual Green™ Paint
- Virtual Green™ Chroma Key Paint is available in 2-gallon and 5-gallon containers
- Grey Bonding Primer is available in 2-gallon containers

- Paint and Primer cleans up with warm soapy water
- VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds) meets legal requirements of all counties in all 50 states
- Lead and mercury free

Call Pro Cyc at **503-723-7448**, email info@procyc.com or visit our website at **www.procyc.com** to learn all you need to know about important surface preparation and application instructions for this paint.
Pro Cyc's innovative Pro Matte™ Virtual Green™ chroma key studio flooring was rolled out at the 2004 NAB show in Las Vegas and became an extremely popular alternative to paint in green screen studios. Since that time we have improved Pro Matte™ and it is now better than ever. Pro Matte™ comes in 80 inch wide rolls and can be layered together in strips to cover any size studio floor. The durable chroma key surface can be cleaned with soapy water or a mild solution such as Fantastik® spray cleaner. There is never a need to repaint!

What is more, Pro Cyc's brand new Virtual Green™ Chroma Key Paint and primer system was formulated specifically to work with Pro Matte™ Virtual Green™ studio flooring, giving users a complete chroma key studio solution.

- Overlapping strips create a seamless appearance
- Rolls are 80" wide (2.032 meters) and any length
- Reusable, durable and easily cleaned
- Available in chroma key Virtual Green™
- Low reflectance
- No-residue double-face tape also available; sticks well to clean surfaces but will not leave a residue

For more information call Pro Cyc at 503-723-7448, email info@procyc.com or visit our website at www.procyc.com.